DIAMONDS ORNAMENT

MATERIALS:
5 x 5"—#18 White Mono Canvas
1 card each:
  Neon Rays™—N10 Creme
  Variegated Goldfingering—202C Gold/Pink/Blue

OR

5 x 5"—#18 Black Mono Canvas
  Neon Rays™—N02 White
  Goldfingering—J5C Platinum

Master Chart — top right quarter of design.

1. Work four center Satin Stitch squares in Neon Rays (thin lines on master chart), laying stitches carefully. Cross the inside half of each square with Goldfingering (thick lines on chart).
2. Work Triangle Fern Variation twice per side with Goldfingering. See count on small chart.
3. Stitch the Diamond Pavillion in Neon Rays on each side to form point.
AMADEUS ORNAMENT

MATERIALS:
5 x 5"—#18 Pewter Mono Canvas
1 card each:
Neon Rays™ —N01 Black
Encore!—E112 Twilight

OR

5 x 5"—#18 White Mono Canvas
Rhapsody—R37 Forest Green
Patina™—PA32 Renaissance Green

Master Chart—right half of design

1. Work center Amadeus cluster. Come up at 1, go straight to 2 and then down leaving the stitch a bit slack. Come up at 3 with needle to the outside (in this instance left) of the straight stem. Pull the 1-2 stitch snug as you bring the needle up. Go down at 4, over 1-2 stitch. Continue in like manner until 15-16 stitch is completed. Run thread under work on the back. Come up again at 1 and proceed to work other half of stitch. Work 3 more Amadeus stitches to form cluster. Straight sides are shared.

2. Work Upright Crosses around entire cluster.

3. Do irregular Rhodes Stitches inside Amadeus eyes. See count on chart at left. Thanks to Jean Hillon for her published Amadeus Stitch.
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